Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our

Pupil Of The Month

PREP A:  Skye K – wonderful attitude to learning and for always trying her best.
PREP B:  Eadyn K – excellent participation during reading groups.
1/2A:   Nykson W – consistently immersing himself in set tasks and working to the best of his ability.
1/2B:   Jaxon H – extraordinary effort during our shared persuasive writing task.
1/2C:   Brodie T – consistently working hard in class and being positive.
3/4A:   Vada B – consistent effort in all your school work and your positive attitude.
4/5A:   Charlotte B – for being a happy, hardworking pupil throughout the month. Well Done!
5/6A:   Amy D – always demonstrating persistence, confidence and resilience with everything she does.